We demonstrate that charged particles in a sufficiently intense standing wave are compressed toward, and oscillate synchronously at, the maxima of the electric field. This unusual trapping behaviour, which we call 'anomalous radiative trapping' (ART), opens up new possibilities for the generation of radiation and particle beams, both of which are high-energy, directed and collimated. ART also provides a mechanism for particle control in high-intensity QED experiments.
Introduction:-Progress in laser technology has opened up possibilities for creating ultra-intense light sources [1] [2] [3] with the aim of studying phenomena at the interface of high-field and high-energy physics [4] . Among these, radiation dominated particle dynamics and quantum electrodynamics effects are of current topical interest and are guiding the direction of upcoming laser programs [5] [6] [7] . A route to achieving the high field strengths needed for studying e.g. QED effects is provided by so-called 'dipole' pulses [8] .
Given fixed input power, the electric field strength in a laser focus can be maximised by using a dipole pulse, which saturates the upper bound on focussing efficiency [9] . The dipole pulse describes a converging wave of light, which can be pictured as the reverse process of emission from a dipole antenna. Using several channels (e.g. as implemented at NIF [10] ) to mimic a dipole pulse is the optimal design target for future facilities and offers the potential for going beyond current field strength and intensity records [11] . Fig. 1 shows a focussing concept based on 12 colliding pulses, and which provides 90% of the theoretical maximum electric field strength. (See the appendix for more details.)
In this paper we investigate physics in intense standing waves, such as those provided by the dipole setup. We report the existence of a new regime of particle dynamics in ultra-intense light. We show that charged particles in a sufficiently intense standing wave are compressed toward, and oscillate synchronously at, the maxima of the electric field, rather than the minima. This unusual behaviour, which we call 'anomalous radiative trapping' (ART), is due to radiation friction. We demonstrate in a specific geometry that ART can be used for particle control [12, 13] for studying fundamental physics [14, 15] , and for the generation of multi-GeV, directed, gamma rays [16] and collimated, energetic particle beams [17] .
Particle motion in a dipole wave :-To investigate particle motion in intense fields, we simulate the relativistic dynamics of (initially uniformly distributed) particles in a converging dipole wave [8, 18] . This wave is Off-axis parabolic mirrors for channels 7-12 FIG. 1. Focussing concept for dipole wave production, and the ART effect. Two sets of six counter-propagating beams (polarisation shown with double ended arrows) are reflected by two sets of parabolic mirrors (yellow) aligned such that their surfaces lie along a paraboloid. Both paraboloids have the same symmetry axis (dashed line, z-axis) and the same focus point. The resulting focal beam structure is shown in the insert. Top-left: the focal electric field (schematically) and a typical electron trajectory in the ART regime. The particle becomes trapped around the peak of the electric field. generated by laser pulses with a Gaussian profile of 30 fs duration (FWHM for intensity), wavelength λ = 810 nm, and peak total power of 200 PW (averaged over the central period), as is expected to be available at future international projects [2, 3] .
Particle motion is due to both the Lorentz force and the particle's own recoil when it radiates, an effect which rises with intensity. Our code contains a classical particle pusher, propagating electrons according to the Lorentz equation. Emission and recoil are implemented at each time step using the quantum theory via statistical routines, using inverse sampling. See [19] for a description of the event generator, and [20] for the probability of emis- sion in ultra-intense fields. This approach is common in particle-in-cell (PIC) codes used for modelling QED processes such as cascades [19, 28] . We neglect secondary QED processes here, as well as the Coulomb force, but the relevance of the latter we will address below.
In fig. 2 (a) we plot the time evolution (top to bottom) of the electron density in the focus, z = 0, as a function of transverse position x. (There is rotational symmetry about the z-axis, see fig. 1 .) One sees immediately the accumulation and trapping of electrons in different regimes. When the front edge of the pulse reaches the centre it first forms a standing-wave with moderate amplitude. As a result electrons become trapped in the minima of the ponderomotive potential (describing the average effect of the Lorentz force), coinciding with the positions of the electric field minima. Due to relativistic effects, electrons are released from this ponderomotive trapping as the field amplitude rises [21, 22] . As the role of radiation losses increases, it is known that the particles subsequently become trapped once more, and in the same positions [23] . We call this effect normal radiative trapping (NRT). But remarkably, beginning around t = 0, the moment of maximum electric field, the electrons become focussed toward and trapped around the positions of the electric field maxima, i.e. at the maxima of the ponderomotive potential; fig. 2 (b) shows the density distribution at the instance of peak field strength (t = 0). We call this counter-intuitive behaviour anomalous radiative trapping (ART). We first outline some potential applications of ART, before considering its physical origins.
Our simulations indicate that, even for uniform initial density, the ponderomotive force causes the front edge of the converging dipole wave to push particles toward the centre of the pulse, where large numbers of them are trapped by ART. We refer to electrons trapped in the vicinity of a particular magnetic field node as being in a particular 'trapping state'. The number of particles in each trapping state can in fact be controlled by the shape of the pulse's front edge and by the initial particle distribution. The spatial structure of the wave is such that the only channel for electrons to leave the trapping states is along, and in the vicinity of, the z-axis. As well as this well collimated source of highly energetic electrons, ART also provides a novel source of well collimated hard photons. In fig. 2 (c) we plot the emitted photon distribution, with energies extending up to 6 GeV (the maximum electron energy). One can distinguish the most energetic peak with energies above 3 GeV and an angular spread of about 10
• . These photons, also shown in fig. 2 (b) , are emitted by electrons in the central trapping state.
The maximum number of electrons which could populate the central state is limited by their mutual Coulomb interaction. As a rough estimate for this number, we equate the amplitude of the dipole wave with the total Coulombic field strength of N electrons at the distance of the typical spatial spread of particles in this state (0.1 µm). This gives N max ∼ 10 11 . Using data from fig. 2 (b, c) we can then estimate the maximum number of photons in the 1 GeV range emitted by these electrons as N h ∼ 10 12 , corresponding to a total energy (100 J) of order 1% of the initial laser energy.
Anomalous radiative trapping:-To understand the basic physics behind ART, we turn to the simpler model of particles in a plane standing wave. From here on position x, time t and field strength a are given in units of λ/2π, λ/2πc and 2πmc 2 /eλ respectively. To assess the relevance of quantum effects, we performed two simulations, calculating the long-term spatial distribution of initially uniformly distributed electrons, for different wave amplitudes. The first simulation used the same approach as above, that is emission was treated quantum mechanically. The results are shown in fig. 3 (a) . The second simulation was entirely classical, with the Landau Lifshitz equation used to describe a radiating particle. The results are shown in fig. 3 (b) . The standing wave simulations were started with a uniform distribution of particles, and the long-term distribution was extracted, at the instant of vanishing electric field, after 100 oscillations of the standing wave, when it was observed that the particle distribution had stabilised. Fig. 3 (a) (the fully quantum simulation) shows ponderomotive trapping, relativistic chaos [21, 22] , relativistic reversal [24, 25] , and the two radiative trapping effects, NRT [23] and ART. The uniform electric (magnetic) field of the standing wave is orientated along the z (y)-axis and is shown schematically in red (blue). Comparing with fig. 3 (b) we see that quantised emission causes a broadening of the particle distributions, but that FIG. 3 . a, The long-term density distribution of electrons in a standing wave as a function of wave amplitude a. The spatial distribution of the electric and magnetic fields, and the ponderomotive potential, are sketched with red, blue and grey lines, respectively. Radiation reaction is included via quantum emission. b, The same density distribution calculated using classical radiation reaction. c, Typical particle trajectories. The first and third are in the NRT and ART regimes respectively, while the second shows the transition between them. Dotted red (blue) lines show the peak locations of the electric (magnetic) field.
NRT and ART are present both with and without quantum effects. We therefore proceed to use classical radiation reaction to explain NRT and ART.
We first note the dominant role of the magnetic field in causing radiation losses. In the ultra-relativistic limit, these are determined predominantly by the particle's acceleration transverse to it's velocity. The magnetic component of the Lorentz force is always transverse to velocity, whereas the electric component accelerates parallel to the electric field. Thus, its contribution to transverse acceleration depends on the relative orientation of the field and particle velocity. On average, the rate of radiative loss is therefore higher in the vicinity of magnetic field maxima. In the NRT regime this causes the particles to lose their energy and rotate close to the magnetic field maxima, see the first trajectory in fig. 3 (c) .
In the NRT regime radiation losses play a small role, and lead to the particle spiralling around the magnetic field maxima in a rather irregular form. As the wave amplitude rises, radiation losses increase and the particles lose essentially all of their energy whenever the magnetic field peaks. Thus, during every temporal maximum of the electric field, the particles are accelerated almost parallel to the electric field, see the second trajectory in fig. 3 (c) . This 'radiation dominated motion' [26, 27] is regular (and iterative) and with rising field amplitude causes net migration toward the spatial maxima of the electric field, see the final trajectory of fig. 3 (c) , by the following mechanism.
During periods of acceleration by the electric field, the magnetic field turns particles toward the E×B direction, while the simultaneous presence of the electric field leads to a drift in the E × B direction. In a standing wave, E × B is orientated toward the electric (magnetic) field maximum while the electric field is rising (falling). Thus the particle is shifted toward the electric (magnetic) field maximum when the electric field is rising (falling); call these times stages one and two.
If the particle's dynamics were symmetric with respect to the rising/falling of the electric field, both shifts would be equal. But because the particle gains energy due to electric field and, as explained above, loses it mostly due to the magnetic field, the gamma factor is larger in stage two than in stage one. A higher gamma factor during stage two means that the particle resists the magnetic field, so the shift away from the electric field maximum is smaller in stage two than the shift toward the maximum in stage one. See fig. 4 . Thus, particles migrate toward the electric field maximum in the ART regime within a few oscillations of the standing wave.
When particles reach the vicinity of the electric field maximum they all sit on stable attractors. The typical spatial spread of particles can be estimated as the distance x r at which the magnetic field can drag particles away from the maxima. This can be roughly estimated as the diameter of rotation in the magnetic field. The typical magnetic field strength during rotation can be estimated as a sin x r ax r . At this distance the magnetic field dominates over the electric for a time interval of roughly 2x r , which we use as an estimate for the time of rotation. Assuming a half turn during this time interval gives us the relation πγ r /2 ≈ x 2 r a, where γ r is the typical gamma factor during rotation. We then assume that up to phase of rotation electric field is roughly balanced by the radiation reaction force, consequently
where we suppose both electric and magnetic field are equal to x r a. In such a way we obtain
as a rough estimate for the particle spread. This estimate, shown at the top of fig. 3 (b) with dashed red lines, clearly fits the numerical results well, and explains why particles are concentrated toward the electric field maxima with rising amplitude. The classical equations of motion have, in the ultra-relativistic regime, a similarity parameter δ = (r e /λ) a 3 [27] defining the transition between relativistic stochastic motion [22] ART th
Experimental demonstration of NRT is possible using a configuration of two counterpropagating pulses [23] or with optimal focussing; this would require a total power of 1-2 PW, which is within the reach of several current and proposed facilities [1] . ART could be demonstrated at proposed international high intensity facilities such as ELI and XCELS, for which the dipole setup provides I max ≈ 2 × 10 26 W/cm 2 . Conclusions:-In summary, we have shown that in focussed fields (standing waves) of high intensity, radiation damping causes particles to become trapped in, rather than expelled from, positions of electric field maxima. This opens up new possibilities for hard photon generation, charged particle acceleration and for studying QED. 2 in the blue regions and move essentially linearly in the red regions, with velocity going to cE × B/E 2 . In the ART regime, there is no net change in position when the magnetic field dominates. When the electric field dominates there is a clear migration toward the electric field maximum x = 0.
APPENDIX: FOCUSSING EFFICIENCY
We define the effective intensity I max and focussing parameter φ by I max = cE 2 max /8π = φ 2 P/(8πλ 2 ). There is a fundamental upper-limit to φ, which for quasimonochromatic radiation is [9] φ ≤ φ d = 8π/ √ 3 ≈ 14.5. Dipole pulses saturate this upper bound on focussing efficiency [8] The proposal in fig. 1 is the result of an optimisation over different numbers of beams, in different configurations, in the mimicking of the dipole field configuration, see fig. 5 below. This study was performed with proposed facilities such as XCELS in mind [3] , which is expected to provide an intensity of around I max = cE 2 max /8π = φ 2 P/(8πλ 2 ) ≈ 2 × 10 26 W/cm 2 , assuming 200 PW total power and λ = 810 nm. We assumed realistic values of fnumber not less than unity for the mirrors, and a reasonable number of beams in terms of synchronization [29] . Fig. 5 shows that using 12 separate laser channels (multi-channel systems are already established at projects such as NIF [10]), ideally aligned [8] and synchronised [29] , we can in principle get to within 90% of the theoretical maximum field strength for given input power; the focal standing wave in the 12-beam configuration is close to that of the dipole wave, and the focussing parameter is φ 12ch ≈ 13.0 ≈ 90% φ d . * arkady.gonoskov@physics.umu.se 
